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Death of a volunteer
At some stage in its development every new drug (or new
preparation of an existing drug) has to be tested in man. In
the past the first human guinea pigs were commonly drawn
from laboratory staff who had helped develop the drug, but
nowadays, increasingly often, they are volunteers paid by the
company or a commercial organisation. Many medical
students take part in testing programmes of this kind, which
they regard as an easy way of earning a little extra money.

Last month an inquest in Cardiff returned an open verdict
on a 21 year old medical student who had died from aplastic
anaemia. ' Nine months before his death he had been paid £70
for his participation in tests on a new preparation of a
benzodiazepine drug, midazolam, currently marketed only
in an injectable form. Blood dyscrasias are known to occur
very rarely as a side effect of treatment with benzodiazepines.
Aplastic anaemia also occurs very rarely in healthy adults.
There is no way of determining whether in this particular
case the aplastic anaemia was due to the drug or was of
"natural" causation, but expert evidence given at the inquest
agreed that the drug had possibly caused or contributed to
the disease.

Press comment has highlighted the long, miserable course
of the student's illness and his parents' distress.'' Roche
Products Ltd, the makers of the drug, have agreed to pay
compensation to the student's family while denying any legal
liability-for the company had not been negligent.

This tragedy, coming only a few months after the death in
Dublin of another volunteer while testing a drug,4 has
focused both public and medical attention on drug develop-
ment studies. The National Union of Students and the
Labour party's spokesman on health have called for statutory
controls. Last year, at the request of the Medicines Com-
mission, the Royal College of Physicians set up a working
party which is looking at the use of healthy volunteers in all
areas of medical research-not drugs alone and not students
alone. It is expected to report before the end of 1985, but it
has many important questions to answer.

Healthy volunteers are necessary contributors to medical
research. They are special people deserving of special
consideration: often they are vulnerable individuals
(students, unemployed, and low paid workers) who are
primarily participating for money.
Though the issues apply right across research they are

particularly sharp in the case of drugs. The formation of
specialist contract companies, inside and outside academic
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units, offering their services (and those of the volunteers they
recruit for money) to the pharmaceutical industry is a recent
development that must cause concern and has raised both
ethical and technical problems (many of which have been
anticipated by the best companies). Pending the report from
the Royal College of Physicians we believe that research
ethics committees have a clear obligation to scrutinise such
commercial work particularly closely. Commercial sponsors
and contract companies should produce written evidence
that they accept responsibility (and have insurance or other
financial backing) for any adverse consequences attending
their projects. The investigators must accept responsibility
for any harm that could possibly be attributed to the drug or
the tests-and that means even a 1% possibility rather than
the normal legal test of the balance of probability. Nothing
less than this will do. On the other hand no one would expect
compensation to be paid when a totally unconnected disaster
occurs, such as the onset of mutiple sclerosis during a drug
trial.
The Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry

creditably recommends a form of contract for healthy
volunteers. Although this contract has some unsatisfactory
features-it does not accept a legal liability to pay compen-
sation-it will serve until the Royal College of Physicians'
report is available and definitive recommendations can be
made. Companies (including those who are not members of
the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry),
including contract research companies (who are not eligible
for ABPI membership), that do not accept in writing the
current ABPI guidelines-or do not provide something as
good or better-should not be allowed to conduct research on
healthy volunteers. Ethics committees which are unused to
contracts, the concept of liability without regard to fault, and
agreements on arbitration may need to get advice. These
committees are at present the only guardian of the interests of
volunteers who may be unaware of their precarious legal
position.

Experiments on healthy volunteers are excluded from the
Medicines Act, which is concerned only with tests on animals
and on patients. Most research ethics committees are in no
position to evaluate safety tests of new drugs on animals. In
the case of trials in patients they know there has been some
review in the Medicines Division of the DHSS or the
Committee on Safety of Medicines. For healthy volunteer
studies there is no such independent review. The sensible
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course might seem to be to bring healthy volunteers under
the Medicines Act. The pharmaceutical industry might
argue that this would lead to unacceptable delays, but its
fears should be allayed by experience with the special
exemption scheme for trials in patients, which gives a
decision in 35 days with possibility of a single extension of 28
days.

This recent death would not, however, have been
prevented by any such sort of regulation. The drug being
tested has already been given to millions of patients. The
lesson that must be learnt, we believe, is that volunteers need
tighter, legally enforceable protection against unforeseeable
disaster. Universities, research councils, and the NHS
should recognise that their present policies of considering ex
gratia payments in cases of injury to healthy volunteers can
no longer be acceptable. This stance was rightly criticised by
the Royal Commission of Civil Liability and Compensation
for Personal Injury as long ago as 1978.5 Better arrangements
are needed to ensure that the rare injuries to healthy
volunteers will be dealt with compassionately, generously,
promptly, and without needless distress. This is the very
least that they deserve. Issues of who may or may not have
been negligent, though important, must not be allowed to
delay settlements to injured people.
Both the public and those participating in medical research

of all kinds will now be looking to the Royal College of
Physicians to propose workable solutions and to the
Medicines Commission and other bodies concerned with
research to see that they are implemented.
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Hepatitis delta infections
In 1977 Rizzetto and colleagues described a new antigen-
antibody system, the delta antigen (6 Ag) and antibody (anti-
6), detected by immunofluorescence staining of liver biopsy
specimens from patients with chronic liver disease associated
with the hepatitis B surface antigen. ' The antiserum used to
stain hepatitis core antigen stained not only core particles
which could be shown by electron microscopy but also
specimens which did not contain core antigen. This finding
suggested that the anticore antiserum was not core specific,
and, by serendipity, the new antigen-antibody system was
discovered.

Since then the 6 Ag has been shown to be a constituent of a
unique, transmissible, defective, hepatotropic ribonucleic
acid (RNA) virus that depends on the presence of a repli-
cating hepatitis B virus for its expression and replication.2 3
After extraction from hepatocyte nuclei with guanidine
hydrochloride the 6 Ag was characterised as a protein with a
molecular weight ofabout 68 OOO.4 As found in serum, 6 Ag is
associated with a low molecular weight (55 x 105) RNA to
form the internal component of a 35-37 nm particle, the 6
agent or 6 virus; this has an external coat of hepatitis B
surface antigen.35 The internal components are considered to
represent the genome and nucleoprotein of the 6 virus, and,

unlike hepatitis B virus, are apparently not organised in an
internal core like structure.
The epidemiological and clinical features of delta infection

have been assessed mostly through studies of the prevalence
of IgG4 and IgM6 anti-6 antibodies. In some patients the
diagnosis has been established by detection of serum 6 Ag
after treatment of particles with detergent to remove the
hepatitis B surface antigen coat.78 Extensive seroepidemio-
logical surveys have shown that delta infection is widespread
but that its distribution around the world is not uniform. It
was first observed in Italy, and prevalence studies there for
anti-6 have shown endemic infection, especially in the south,
where roughly half the chronic carriers of hepatitis B surface
antigen have antibody.9 Endemic foci also exist in the Middle
East,'0 Polynesia and Micronesia," and in some parts of
South America and western Africa. Wherever it is endemic
delta infection seems to be spread mainly among children and
adults through close personal contact, probably sexual in the
older populations. Vertical transmission of 6 and hepatitis B
virus may occur from hepatitis B surface antigen and
hepatitis B e antigen carrier mothers with anti-6,'2 1' though
in Italy extensive investigations have suggested that this
route is of minor epidemiological relevance."'

In the rest of western Europe, North America, and
Australia antibody testing has shown delta infection mostly
to be limited to polytransfused patients with haemophilia and
thalassaemia," parenteral drug abusers,4-" and their sexual
and close contacts.'7" Delta infection has affected British
drug addicts at least since 1976,"9 and it first appeared in
communities of Irish,20 Swedish,2' and Norwegian'9 addicts
at about the same time. It has been present in the United
States since at least 1944 and may have been introduced there
during the second world war by soldiers or possibly by
immigrants.22 Delta infection is surprisingly uncommon
among homosexual hepatitis B surface antigen carriers,' 14 21 23
and it is also infrequent among Japanese and Chinese
communities, in whom carriage of hepatitis B surface antigen
is high. 14 24 In Australia it has not been found in homes for the
mentally retarded.'

Acute delta infection may occur concomitantly with acute
hepatitis B virus infection or as an acute episode super-
imposed on chronic hepatitis B virus infection. In northern
Europe, Greece, North America, and Australia the first
presentation predominates and is typically seen in drug
addicts.7'92526 This clinical pattern seems to be relatively
common, being reported in 4 5- 14 0% of patients with acute
hepatitis B virus infection in Sweden,2527 Australia,8 the
United States,'8 and northern Italy'4 and in 91% of patients
with acute hepatitis B virus infection in Naples.'4 In about
one fifth of such cases the two infections occur sequentially
with a biphasic rise in serum bilirubin concentration and
aminotransferase activity, three to 10 weeks apart, the
second rise being caused usually by delta.25 Delta infection is
diagnosed by finding 6 Ag or IgM anti-6 in serum; anti-
genaemia may be detected transiently from two to 28 days
after the onset of dark urine in up to 80% of patients having
simultaneous acute infections8; the IgM anti-6 response is
usually of short duration, its clearance denoting recovery
from delta infection.6

Data from several centres do not indicate that patients with
simultaneous hepatitis B virus and delta infection are more
severely ill or are at greater risk of acquiring the hepatitis B
surface antigen carrier state than those with acute hepatitis B
only.7 19 26 28 Recently, however, a cluster of fulminant
coprimary hepatitis B virus and 6 virus infections has been
reported in the United States.'8 Shattock and associates
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